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From
The Pulpit
Just as we went to press, with the launch
of the first Kraken 50 v2 immanent,
Turkey was ordered into lockdown by the
government, so our much awaited launch
has had to be rescheduled to the 24th May.
She is first K50 to feature the much
admired full wrap round saloon coachroof
windscreen, which won global acclaim
when first featured on White Dragon, the
inaugural Kraken 66 and flagship of the
fleet.
Sofia Marie is everything I had hoped
she would be and all the disruption and
costs that we have had to bear in moving
production to Turkey from China now seem
worth every penny spent. I must take this
opportunity to acknowledge the support
and skill of our joint venture partner Su
Marine and the craftsmanship of their
team.
It’s clear to see that the perfectionist care
and attention for which their superyachts
are renowned, has been equally applied to
this Kraken 50.
I am convinced there are no cruising

May 2021
By Dick Beaumont - Chairman and Founder of
Ocean Sailor Magazine and Kraken Yachts

yachts in production today that are built to
a comparable quality. This Kraken 50 v2,
with all the unique blue water liveaboard
features I have developed in over 40 years
of world voyaging, combined with the best
modern materials and equipment available
today, has together produced the ultimate
world voyager, I am sure.
We are delighted to invite all interested
parties to view and test sail her during
our month-long promo in Tuzla Marina,
Istanbul, Turkey which starts on the
7th June. Please contact us at sales@
krakenyachts.com and let us know if you
would like to join us during this special
event.
Ocean Sailor Magazine’s article ‘Convoy
of Fear’ and the two-part Ocean Sailor
Podcast ‘High Noon on the High Seas’ has
opened the door of fame a little wider for
Rene Tiermessen, my friend, subject and
Podcast guest. Thanks to the exposure OS
has given Rene’s escapades, he has recently
been offered a book (and potentially film)
contract for his memoirs. We’ll keep OS
readers informed as the next chapter of
Rene’s story unfolds.
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Stir Fried Fish Noodles
Dropping Anchor
On Watch
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Ahoy!

Are you loving
Ocean Sailor magazine?

Kraken 66, White Dragon Wrap-round saloon windscreen

Kraken 50 V2, Sofia Marie Wrap-round saloon windscreen

Why not share the enjoyment with a friend?
Click the button below and sign a friend up
to Ocean Sailor magazine today, it's free!

Click here

to subscribe a friend
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The birth of a

blue water
yacht
The Kraken 50 is in the final stages of
build now, but our much anticipated
launch on 3rd May has been pushed
back until 24th May because the
Turkish government has just

announced the country is to be locked
down until 17th May.

The final equipment and cabinetry are
being fitted to the yacht with ongoing
systems checks throughout the month.
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In-Build at Kraken
The hull is prepared and
painted with antifoul primer
below the waterline.

The prop shaft and Bruntons
Autoprop is fitted. Note the
unique Kraken ‘A’ bracket
which is designed to provide
much greater support and
protection for the shaft and
propellor than the standard P
bracket normally used.

The AWL grip cove stripe
is spray painted on and
portlights installed.
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In-Build at Kraken

The rudder nears completion.
Closed cell structural foam is used
in conjunction with the subframes.

At the bow the heavy duty double
bow roller, pulpit and windlass are
installed. The oversize forward
lazarette with ample storage for
a cruising chute and code sails
also incorporates rails for sheets
and warp storage as well as the
forward shore power socket.

The Kraken signature wrap round
saloon windows built from super
tough laminated bullet proof glass
is now installed!. Whilst form must
follow function in a Kraken yacht
design, the style and elegance of a
Kraken’s lines separate them from
all other yachts.
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In-Build at Kraken
The coachroof windscreen,
which keeps the crew protected
from spray and rain, is fitted.
It’s designed to configure with
the fixed rigid soft top, or a
hard top Bimini.

The aft lazarette hatches are dry
fitted to ensure a good fit. They
incorporate a seal system that is
leak proof. Flexiteek will be fitted
in this transom area, as well as to
the side decks and cockpit sole.

The custom built sliding
companionway is dry fitted to
ensure a good fit and to check
the mechanism runs smoothly.
This unique system include a
sliding adjustable washboard
with counterbalance. Minimal
effort is required to slide the
washboard open or closed and
can be fixed at any height. No
more loose flying washboards!
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In-Build at Kraken

The spacious U shaped saloon
dining seating area is fitted. It
will incorporate a drop down
table so the whole area becomes a
large double berth or lounge area.

The cabinetry around the raised
forward navigation/ pilot station
is being installed. This shows the
raised platform where the pilot
chair will be installed next.
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In-Build at Kraken
The aft master cabin is almost
completed and all the exquisite
solid wood cabinetry is wrapped
and protected against accidental
damage during the final stage
of production.

The one-piece HIMAC corian
counter with basin is dry fitted
into the master head. Just like the
galley, a fiddle rail is built into
the design for easy cleaning.
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In-Build at Kraken

The water maker is installed
in the engine room and like
all the plant and machinery
it is mounted in an easily
accessible location.

Work continues on the soft-top
rigid bimini. Ferrari Stamoid
material will be stretch fitted
to it, so that all flapping and
sagging is eliminated . This
high-performance vinylcoated polyester material offers
commercial-grade performance
and protection. Stamoid vinyl is
100 percent waterproof and both
UV and mildew resistant.
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on Board
Security
Part 2: Global Piracy Hotspots
by Dick Beaumont
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ON BOARD Security
Piracy is any act of robbery or violence
conducted against a vessel, from stealing a
boat hook in a marina, to hijacking a yacht
at sea and ransoming her crew.
It’s important to put the threat of piracy
in context; more people are killed in road
accidents in one week on Florida’s highways
than the combined number killed by pirates
worldwide in the last five years. From a
safety perspective, you should cancel a
holiday trip to Florida before cancelling
your plans to sail the world.

Piratical acts can be divided into three
categories; organised, terrorist and
opportunistic. Some risk of theft from
your yacht can occur in every country
with a coastline in the world, but the areas
identified below are considered to have
an increased risk above those normally
accepted in the ‘civilised’ world.

I would strongly advise that cruising sailors
avoid well-known areas of organised piracy
altogether. Listen to the third and fourth
Ocean Sailor Podcasts*, with our guest Rene
Tiemessen, who ran the gauntlet through
‘Pirate Alley’ from the Indian Ocean to the
Red Seas, then you can make your own
mind up!

Yachts do offer an easy target for piracy at
sea due to their slow speed, low freeboard
and ransom value of their crews.

Areas of Organised Piracy
Northern
Indian Ocean
/Arabian Sea
(route from SE Asia to the
Mediterranean or vice versa)
This was a very popular route for yachts
sailing between the Mediterranean and
Thailand, Malaysia and the Maldives,
but from 2005 - 2012 the whole area was
affected by organised Somali piracy.
Thanks to the efforts of Gerry Northwood
OBE, our most recent guest on the Ocean
Sailor Podcast (click here to listen to
this episode) and the combined efforts
of more than 30 navies and international
organizations including NATO, the
threat has greatly reduced since 2012.
It is, however, still a risky region and
Gerry and his colleagues from Maritime
Asset Security & Training (MAST) still
advise yachts to avoid this area due to the
increasing political instability in Yemen.
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ON BOARD Security

West Africa,
Gulf of Guinea
This is now the most dangerous area of
the world for any vessel, both commercial
ships or yachts.
Fortunately, it’s not an area that most
cruisers will want to visit, however, if
you’re sailing up from Cape Town to
Gibraltar and the Mediterranean via St
Helena and Ascension Island, you might
wish to make good easting and that could
take you near the West African coast.
Three years ago I sailed this route in White
Dragon, my Kraken 66, making for the
Cape Verde Islands. Ideally, such a course
takes you due north through the Doldrums
to within 100nm of Sierra Leone or Guinea
to give the required easting, which would
allow a tack onto a NW course across the
North East Atlantic trade winds. I erred
on the side of caution, preferring to tackle
winds hard on the bow rather than African
pirates and stayed 200nm off the West
African coast.

Amazon River Basin, Brazil
In 2001 New Zealand Yachtsman Sir Peter
Blake was shot dead by river pirates in the
Amazon and piracy is still rampant there
today.
The pirates here are particularly vicious and
will shoot to kill without hesitation.
Very little piracy has been reported by
yachts or private craft in this region as

most avoid the area completely. It’s
believed that increased drug trafficking
has made the problem worse.
The whole of the Amazonia State of Para
has a significant threat of organised
piracy so Belem and its surrounding
districts should be avoided too.

Columbia,
South America
There have been a few recent reports
of attempted hijackings of sea-going
commercial vessels.
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ON BOARD Security

Areas of Terrorist Activity
South Sulu Sea,
Philippines

JOLO ISLAND

The area and islands around Jolo in the
Sulu Sea have long been the bases of an
Al-Queda terrorist cell headed up by
Abu Sayyaf. They have been responsible
for many kidnappings and murders of
foreigners captured in the Mindanao region.
The area of danger extends to North-East
Borneo, Malaysia and in particular to
the world-famous dive resort of Sipadan.
There have been multiple killings and
kidnappings of foreign tourists and a
German yachtsman, who had misguidedly
tried to sail around Mindanao.
I intended to sail to the Sipadan dive site
in 2010 before the resort was raided, but
turned back to Kudat at Sandakan due to
PAPUA warnings from locals. Most cruising sailors
wisely stay well clear of this region, but
(INDONESIA)the rest of the Philippines’ 7,000 islands,
however, is a fabulous cruising ground. I
sailed there for three years without feeling
any threat and without a single incident.

Mozambique
Channel
This is a region under threat due to the
recent subversion of ISIS terrorists in
Northern Mozambique around the district
of Cabo Delgado. Ocean Sailor Podcast guest
Gerry Northwood warned there is growing
international concern that shipping in this
region may soon be susceptible to the type
of piracy that developed from the conflicts
in Somalia.
When I sailed from down the Mozambique
Channel from northern Madagascar
to South Africa in 2017, there was no
indication the area was soon to be affected
or considered a piracy risk. The message
here is to keep yourself informed.
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Areas of Opportunist Piracy
Robbery is the main motivation for this kind of piracy. There are many things that
can be done to reduce the risk which we will cover in part three of this series.

JOLO ISLAN

Straits of Malacca/Singapore Strait
The Straits of Malacca is a relatively
narrow seaway some 600nm long between
Sumatra and the Malaysian Peninsula. It
has a historic connection with piracy going
back centuries, but thanks to the combined
action of the Malaysian, Indonesian,
Singapore and Thai navies and coastguards,

the risk is now minimal. The occasional
attacks here have only been towards
commercial ships in recent years.
I have sailed through the Malacca Straits
on many occasions without incident, but
have always treated the passage from

the Singapore Straits through the Batam
Islands to eastern Indonesia with caution.
I would advise sailing between these
Indonesian islands at night avoiding
Batam itself.
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Caribbean and West Indies
The islands of the West Indies lie on a drug
smuggling route between South America
and the US and this, combined with
increasing poverty and the instability of
some governments in the region, is causing
concern that piracy here may be on the
increase.

Most piracy here is quite low level and most
is no more than opportunistic robbery.

The highest consistent risk in this region is
around Panama.

Yachts on passage from Trinidad to the
Grenadines have been robbed at sea,
mostly in the area around the Hibiscus Gas
Platform, so a wide berth is recommended.

Even right back in 70's, when I was sailing
there, the bays in the north of St Vincent
were known to be dangerous anchorages.

The area around Grenada and St Vincent
and its islands should still be treated
cautiously.

Due to the lack of movement of yachts
around the Caribbean due to Covid-19
restrictions, the reports for 2020 and
2021 thus far are correspondingly low.
Fortunately, most attacks are not violent
in this much loved cruising region.
Considering the amount of sailing activity,
incidents are still relatively low.

Brazil and
Venezuela

Increased incidents of theft and armed
robbery against yachts occurring in both
Brazil and Venezuela have been blamed on
growing poverty and have been exacerbated
by the impact on the economy of Covid-19.

There does not seem to be any specific areas
that identify particular problems so proceed
with vigilance and caution if you visit.
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ON BOARD Security

PAPUA
(INDONESIA)

Papua New Guinea
The basis of Papuan tribal culture is that
virtually every village is at war with its
neighbour. When I spent three months
cruising the country I was told there
were 864 different languages and tribes
will attack another inflicting violence at
alarming levels, fatalities in these battles
are common.

The problem in the cities and large towns
is caused by the misuse of alcohol. Once or
twice a week, villagers within a 50-mile
radius send the village skiff to town to get
provisions. The crew of these skiffs, both
men and women, drink to excess, so if they
see you on their way back, you will become
a target.

Port Moresby, the capital city of PNG is
one of the world’s most violent cities and
most yacht insurance companies will not
insure vessels within a 200nm radius. All
large towns and cities of PNG are very
risky places to visit. On the other hand, the
villagers who live well outside the city areas
are the most friendly people I have ever
met… to visitors!

Guidelines for sailing Papua New Guinea

Summary

1. Don’t anchor anywhere within a 50nm
radius of a large town or city.
2. If you must go into a city to clear in, or
out, or get fuel, don’t anchor outside the
port and go in by dinghy, as I normally
do. Instead, go into the port and anchor
right outside the Port Captain and Port
Police’s quayside office in full view. I was
instructed to do this by the Port Captain
in Alotau, South West Papua New Guinea,
no one came near.

It’s not practical or necessary to avoid all
areas of the world where lower-level piracy,
or theft on the sea, may exist. Principally,
wherever there is poverty there is crime.
Inform yourself of where incidents of
crime onshore are commonplace, or where
isolated robberies have occurred recently,
and be sure to avoid them. Often it will be
one or two rogue thieves that cause 90%
of the problem in a given anchorage, once
caught and jailed the problem is solved.

3. When villagers come out to greet you
and to exchange and barter with fruit
and vegetables, ask them two questions:
Question 1: “Is everyone here friendly?”
Mostly they will tell you their village is
friendly but the neighbouring village
village has many rascols, a deriivative of
rascals in pigeon english.
NOTE: Often the village chief or village
elder will come out and offer coconuts as
a gift. It’s not a con trick or ruse and they
will be most offended if you don’t accept
the gift, nothing is expected in return.
Question 2: “Are there any crocodiles?”
There are a lot of crocs here but the
villagers will more often or not have
cleared them away. A villager once
held up his hands, half a metre apart,
to describe a croc size, I said 'Oh quite
small then?' He explained this was the
width of the crocs head!

In Part III of the Onboard Security Series,
we’ll explain some simple procedures that
you can carry out that will greatly reduce
the risks of attracting thieves. We’ll also
provide an extensive list of worldwide
organizations and information sources that
are responsible for advising mariners on all
aspects of piracy threat.
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Sailors’ stories

A Sailing
Lockdown
Odyssey
When COVID-19 arrived in the
UK, citizens were ordered to
stay indoors for three months.
Becoming an armchair yachtsman
held no appeal for John Passmore,
so, as he told Dick Durham, he set
to sea instead.
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Sailors’ stories

In March 2020 John Passmore sat aboard
Samsara, his Rival 32, in the marshy Essex
archipelago of the Walton Backwaters,
unfolding the charts for his planned
escape. No way was he going to rot indoors
for three months while the germ police
patrolled the streets ensuring the Covid-19
curfew was respected.
His wife, Tamsin, didn’t mind. She knew
that her 70-year-old husband would be
like a bear with a sore head prowling their
Woodbridge, Suffolk home if he was not
allowed to sail.
Having decided the best way to deal
with lockdown was to self-isolate in
international waters, John stumbled across
his first obstacle: there are no international
waters in the Dover Strait.
“There just isn’t enough room,” he said,
“Dover to Calais is 22 miles and presumably
the French claim eleven miles on their side
and the eleven miles on the English side are
patrolled most energetically by the Border
Force. I could see my grand voyage ending
ignominiously with a tow into Dover’s
Granville Dock, there to serve out my
lockdown like a prisoner.”
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Sailors’ stories
So John’s flit to the broad Atlantic, where he
had decided to sail his own AZAB (Azores
And Back), would have to be made by
sailing anti-clockwise around the UK and
over the top of Scotland.
As he arrived in the open ocean, he started
to take stock of the international situation.
His radio broadcast the news that the
whole world was in lockdown because of
the pandemic. Plans to meet his family
in Portugal for a holiday after his AZAB
seemed in doubt. Even a visit to Horta, in
the Azores, to paint the name of his boat
on the harbour wall in time-honoured
tradition, now seemed doomed.
“Should I just sail around going nowhere
but killing time?” he said recalling the
torment of Donald Crowhurst who did just
that after faking his voyage around the
world in the Golden Globe Race when his
boat started falling to pieces. Crowhurst
ended up jumping overboard, unable to face
his sponsors, cheering crowds, TV cameras
and newspapers. “I only had 86 followers
on my blog and I hadn’t completely revealed
my plans,” John said.
The Rival 32 is a tough, workhorse of a boat,
unlike the delaminating plywood trimaran
poor old Donald Crowhurst had built, and
John knew she would keep him secure
at sea.

LONDON
FALMOUTH, CORNWALL

With her wind vane self-steering gear,
she could be left to her own devices under
headsail alone, while her skipper unbent
and re-stitched a hole in her mainsail. By
the time he’d finished the job and hoist the
sail again, he was approaching Rockall, the
isolated boulder 160 miles west of the Outer
Hebrides.

Because of the reefs to the eastern side of
the rock, John said: “A certain nervousness
began to creep in as I neared it…being so
close to something so remote is odd…and,
although one is drawn to somewhere few
have ever seen, you want to get away from
it as quickly as possible too.”
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Sailors’ stories
Rockall

It would be the last terra firma John would
see until Graciosa, his turning point around
the Azores, some 1,280 miles away.
As a veteran ocean sailor, with a solo
transatlantic under his belt, John reflected
on the fact that the three sights a day he
used to make with his sextant, plus the
time put in with the sight reduction tables,
had whittled away the hours on board. Now,
with a chart plotter and a tablet pinpointing
his position, course and speed every second
of the day, he had time to kill. That time
he spent leaning against a grab pole below
deck or staring at the sea from the cockpit…
until one morning, 350 miles from the
Azores, he woke up to find his rotten old
mainsail had blown to ribbons. In a way,
this was a blessing because having set the
trysail in its place, John next discovered
the rotten old headsail was also starting to
give up the ghost, but now he had a ‘dead
mainsail’ to use for sail repair!

John’s blog: www.oldmansailing.com went
like the COVID-19 bug – viral, from under
100 hits every now and then to 20,000 in an
hour.
This led to a publishing agent contacting
the lone yachtsmen and asking him if he
could produce 80,000 words for a book
which John bashed out in an astonishing
three weeks, based on his log kept
throughout the passage.

In Old Man Sailing, John reveals how during
his voyage back to Woodbridge, the second
lockdown was announced: “I was creeping
into harbours that were officially closed,
touching nothing, avoiding everyone.”
The open ocean produces intense
introspection, especially to the lone
yachtsman, but John is driven by the fear of
the dreadful alternative; staring blankly at
a care home TV. A fate that could only ever
produce the desire to be somewhere else.

Having rounded the Azores he headed for
home, looking forward to an anchorage in
the Isles of Scilly until he was called up by
Falmouth Coastguard who told him it was
‘closed’ due to pandemic restrictions.
So he sailed on to Falmouth itself, picked
up a mooring and continued self-isolating
as his 42-day, 3,629-mile passage caught
the attention of chat show host Jeremy Vine.
Vine spent 10 minutes interviewing him for
his BBC Radio 2 programme after which
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Technical & Equipment

Turning
back the
clock
...To find a Pre-Owned yacht capable of
Taking you Round the World
By Dick Beaumont
and Dick Durham
20

Technical & Equipment
Ocean Sailor reader Mary Bonney told us
she cannot afford a Kraken 50, other than in
her dreams, and she asked us if there might
be yachts suitable to sail across oceans on
the used yacht market?
The answer is yes, there are lots of beautiful
yachts that fit the critical criteria of integral
hull and keel, fully protected skeg or keel
hung rudder, and heavily laid up hull. These
well founded yachts are now called modern
classics and you may have to go back 30 40 years to an era when safety at sea was
considered a greater virtue than how many
orders a yacht can attract at a boat show.
Well laid up GRP is perhaps the premier
material of choice because its strength is
immense if enough layers and resin is used,
12 layers minimum really (a Kraken 50 has
17 layers minimum and is 18mm plus in hull
thickness). It’s also the lowest maintenance,
affordable material available.
My first yacht, an Endurance 35 called
Courser, was steel and she was bomb proof
but…there’s a hell of a lot of maintenance
to do on a steel yacht and since the weight
of the steel fabrication of the hull, deck and
coachroof is heavy the centre of gravity will
inevitably be higher than with a GRP hull
and deck, so they tend to heel more and be
more tender.
I’m not a massive fan of aluminium
because you have to be so careful about
corrosion and my advice to anyone
thinking of painting aluminium, is don’t.
Bare aluminium is not pretty, I know, but
I’ve met so many owners that have had
real problems with the paint coming off,
sometimes in great sheets, that I think
if it has to be ali, it has to be bare grey
aluminium.
Kraken’s design and construction
philosophy is based on incorporating the
best tried and tested features that have
been seen in cruising yachts over the

decades and combining those features
with modern high-quality materials and
equipment, to make our yachts to the
pinnacle of blue water cruisers. Whilst we
do believe our yachts to be the best blue
water yachts ever built, if you go back 30
years or so, before the advent of production
boats, pretty much all yachts over 30ft were
fully capable of taking their owners around
the world without having to rely on luck to
keep the crews safe.
Most of the big named yacht building
companies around the world did not survive
the price and cost-cutting onslaught of
the European production yacht companies
and many iconic designs like Nicholson,
Endurance, Rival and Contessa disappeared
30 or so years ago. A few changed their
design characteristics and survive still,
names such as Hallberg Rassey, Amel and
Oyster, but their yachts have lost their true
blue water credentials in the eyes of most
experienced ocean voyagers, as well as
many of their long time owners, as they
introduced bolt on keels and blade hung
rudders to lower cost.
Their names will still appear in Ocean
Sailor list, but all are from a time before
twin-blade rudders were ever conceived for
racing yachts that needed the wide stern
form stability. This delta hull shape has
now been parodied in, purportedly, cruising
designs, so that yacht builders can attract
the eye of those more concerned with
accommodation and a dingy garage, than
safety and good seakeeping qualities in
heavy weather.
The US market seems to have resisted
the cheap and cheerful attractions of
the European production yacht builders
right through to the early 2000s, meaning
American and Canadian aspiring
world cruisers can choose from a more
recent vintage than those relying on
the Southampton and Hamble yards of
yesteryear.

The iconic blue water long keel and
protected rudder designs of Bob Perry could
fill the pages below alone, by and large, you
can say ‘if it was designed by Bob you’re
good to go’.
In our minds, a blue water yacht must have
the three main features mentioned above,
and therefore the list below is comprised
only of yachts that have these features.
However, despite our considerable research,
it has been difficult to fully ascertain, in
some designs, whether some of the designs
do incorporate an integral hull and keel
or not, so please double-check with the
brokers before wasting your time visiting a
yacht that has the dreaded bolt-on keel.
The list below is by no means exhaustive
and is meant as a guide to the type of yacht
to be looking for.
We have really struggled to come up with
many Anzac yachts that have these critical
design features. I’m sure there must be
more than the one or two we have found
and we would be very pleased to hear of any
others?
We have formulated the list by region since
potential owners will look in their home
waters first. Fortunately, since the type
of yachts listed are all capable of crossing
oceans, and probably most of them already
have, wherever a yacht was built, they are
nonetheless likely to be found on the other
side of the globe too.
We have not listed the selling price of any
of the yachts below but be assured you can
pick up a yacht capable of sailing across
the great oceans for less than $50,000 USD;
€40,000 or £35,000 dependent on size, age
and condition.
We welcome suggestions of other used
classic offshore yachts from our readers.

A classic Nic 32 running 'goose
winged' before strong trade winds
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Uk / Europe

Nicholson
32 - 55

Rival
32 - 41

Contessa
32

Endurance
35 & 44

Hallberg
Rassy

Nordia Van
Dam 55

Monsum 31, HR 41,
HR 38, HR 352*
*Dependent on age, check if integral
keel and skeg protected rudder, pre1980 approximately.

Amel

Freya
44
Rustler
36+
Although more recent production
yachts only have encapsulated keels.

Oyster
435

45 (Maramu) - 54*

Endurance
35 & 44

*Same story as Hallberg Rassy,

any
Amel built before 2006. Henri Amel
died in 2005 and it all changed at
Amel after his death.

ohlson
38

Tradewind
33 - 44
22
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USA / Canada

Valiant
40 - 53

Formosa
43 - 51

Pearson
Alberg 35

Tayana
37 - 58

Formosa
43 - 51

Vancouver
32 - 42

Kaufman
47 - 51

Corbin
39

Vancouver
32 - 42

Hinckley
Bermuda

Allied
Princess 36

Hans
Christian
33, 34, 38,41
& 43

Victoria
34
23
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New
Zealand /
Australia

Summary

COLUMBIA
35 - 39

CAVALIER
39

Just remember, upholstery can be recovered, teak can be
re-varnished, the mast can be re-rigged and the sails
renewed, even the gel coat can be resprayed, the engine
and stern gear replaced... but the hull, deck, keel and
rudder configuration and construction cannot so that HAS
to be the first consideration above all else.

"Where it all began, my Endurance 35 on launch day in 1980" - Dick Beaumont
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Revisited

The solent Rig
Dick Beaumont takes a look back at our Solent Rig article

from March 2020 to respond to a readers comments.
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Revisited: Solent RIG
We recently received the following comment regarding our Solent Rig article from March 2020 so we threw it
over to the article's writer, Dick Beaumont, for his response...

" I personally either do not understand the Solent rig or I don't like it at all. It is a pest when tacking,

maddocmuc
maddocmuc

why on earth should I furl up the Genoa on each tack? Where is the advantage of a Solent in
comparison to the honest dear old cutter rig? Honestly, no offence intended, nice boat, cool cruise,
but until somebody can prove the advantage of a Solent rig to me it would be a no go for me. By the
way, of course, a furlable Jib can be self-tacking, see the Neel 45 for example…"

"No running backstays required on a Solent"

maddocmuc
maddocmuc

" @Alex Bowling - Thanks, in one sentence you
answered a long standing question for me."

Alex
Bowling
Kraken YouTube
subscriber

" I’m very pleased to be able to say it’s the former, you do not understand the

Dick
Beaumont

benefits and operation of a Solent rig. I’ll do my best. Prior to White Dragon, my
Kraken 66, all my yachts have been ‘dear old cutters’ and it’s a good rig, but having
to motor to assist the small underpower staysail, when you need to go closer to the
wind than the genoa will go, is very frustrating. See my breakdown below:"

The Solent RIG
The principal difference between a cutter staysail and a
Solent jib is that, unless a hurricane is blowing, the staysail
is not big enough to power a yacht upwind alone, but a Solent
jib is a full size working jib. The sail area of the Kraken 50
Solent jib is 52.6 m2. If we cutter-rigged the K50, the staysail
would be 25.5 m2. The Solent rig jib of a K50 will take her
hard upwind at 7kts of 6kts true wind ! (12 knots of apparent
wind. So you’ll be using the jib not the genoa when you're
tacking upwind and of course, although it can be furled, it
doesn't need to be to tack.
Light Blue Area + Orange Area = The Solent Jib
Orange Area Only = Cutter Staysail
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The Solent RIG (Continued)
The Solent rig Jib’s cars and tracks are inside the shrouds, so the sail can be hardened like a blade of steel without fouling the spreaders
or the shrouds, so she’ll go 10degs, or more, closer upwind than you can get using a genoa. Of course, you could say “ok I’ll have a cutter
rig with a 95% genoa and bring its clew inside the shrouds”, but now you’ll have lost all the sail area of a 140% genoa, so now you’ll be
flopping around without enough drive on a reach in light winds.

The Solent rig jib’s foot is cut very low to the deck so even
when it’s reefed the centre of effort remains, much lower
than a reefed genoa, so the sail works more efficiently
and you won’t be over on your side trying to bash upwind.
Look at photo on the front cover of this edition of Ocean
Sailors. She's going hard up wind with a reefed Solent jib
in 55-60 knots of wind.
Now look at Fig 1 same wind, same day. We lost 2 knots of
speed and 10deg of wind angle.

Fig 1

Where the Solent rig clocks up a serious advantage over a
cutter rig is when you’re running. Because the jib is before
the genoa in terms of the wind direction, the jib uses the
wind and also deflects it into the genoa. The two sails
together set beautifully and lock in the wind, so filling
and spilling is greatly reduced. In big seas the two sails
can be set on poles to further reduce filling and spilling.
Also, the centre of effort is right forward, unlike running
goose winged with the mail and genoa where the COE in
the mainsail is more or less amidships. In a big sea, as the
yacht rides the waves the COE in the main tends to induce
a corkscrew track, whereas with the butterfly rigged
genoa and jib the yacht is dragged along by the COE at the
bow. You get a much more comfortable ride.

As Alex has said, because the inner forestay goes almost to the top of the mast, running backstays are not needed to pull the mast back
straight when the staysail is set. This is a big benefit especially when you're short-handed.

"By the way, of course, a furlable Jib can be self-tacking, see the Neel 45 for example…"

You can only reef a self-tacking foresail properly if its foot and leech are the same length, otherwise, since you can’t move the car forward
on a track to adjust the line of effort on the clew, the foot will tighten as the leech goes loose when it's rolled.
Since the jib on the Solent rig is the heavy weather foresail, the last thing you want is for the leech to go slack and start flapping when you
reef it in 50kts of wind.
The problem with having a high cut yankee shaped sail, like the one you refer to on the Neel 45 trimaran, is the sail area is then reduced
to 50% of that of a comparable blade shape jib, so now you don't have enough drive again, that small jib might be enough for a very light
trimaran, but it won't be enough for a heavy displacement blue water monohull and it will also be near useless for running butterfly rig
with dual headsails.

The Solent rig has benefits, in one way or another, over all other rigs for
cruising. If you want to know more about the Solent rig here's the link to
the article in OS March 2020.

CLICK HERE

TO Read the original article
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Prevention
is Better,
Cheaper and
Safer than
the Cure
Creating and managing the checklists
of your yacht.

By Mawgan Grace
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Foreword by Dick Beaumont
At Kraken Yachts we go to great lengths
to ensure full access to all elements of the
yacht's equipment, systems and fittings. We
know if a filter, strainer, sea chest, or even
worse, the generator or engine, is hidden

away behind a bunk or panel that requires
half the yacht to be dismantled before the
owner can check it, it won’t get checked.
So, read Mawgan’s article and think about
how you will maintain and monitor all

the vital elements of your yacht. Then do
it meticulously, especially when you're on
passage.

Creating and Managing the
Checklists of your Yacht
By Mawgan Grace

As a commercial airline pilot, I’m used to
operating complex aircraft using simple
‘Standard Operating Procedures,’ normal
and emergency checklists and a guide for
reporting and dealing with maintenance
issues. Aviation rules and regulations,
relatively new when compared with the
maritime world, is therefore based upon
seafaring. As such the ‘rules of the road,’
lighting system, navigation and even a
lot of the radio phraseology are identical.
The reason the airline industry teaches
pilots to operate via ‘policy, procedures and
philosophy’ is for safe, simple and efficient
operation. Standard Operating Procedures
provide just this - a framework of common
procedures that supports pilots operating
commercial aircraft safely and consistently.
Depending on your operation, whether
sailing with your friends and family, or
you're performing commercial charters,
you should have an operating structure to
deal with the normal/abnormal emergency
procedures and maintenance reporting. To
achieve this I have devised a simple system
that works for me. It consists of two sleeved
folders, one green and one red.
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The Green Folder
The first page of my green folder is a
laminated A4 card with every piece of
equipment that has an expiry date and
operating time restriction. This includes
the next service date of lifejackets, fire
extinguishers, EPIRB batteries and
flares to engine oil change requirement,
impellers, zincs and vessel licence and
insurance renewal dates. Because the sheet
is laminated it can be updated and viewed
before each outing to get an immediate
picture of the state of equipment from a
safety, legal and maintenance perspective.
You can also have a similar card in your
first aid kit, with the expiry dates of the
medicine and ointments contained.
Inside the green folder are the boat
checklists. These are the Standard
Operating Procedures which you can write
yourself; from the moment you step on
board your vessel and open the seacocks
until the moment you put the covers back
on and disembark.
TIP - The human brain is designed for
problem-solving not storing information,
so having a checklist will ensure you don’t
forget anything!
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The Red Folder
The first page of the red folder contains a
picture of the vessel’s hull with locations
of the skin fittings, fire extinguishers, first
aid kit and other safety equipment.
The red folder contains all the emergency
and non-normal checklists and
maintenance documentation.
In this folder are clear simple one-page
emergency checklists covering emergency
contact numbers, MAYDAY and PAN radio
call examples, MOB drill and recovery
technique, fire drills, severe weather
preparation, vessel taking on water and

Summary

abandonment drills for example. Under the
non-normal section there are procedures
covering towing, offshore watch systems,
gas safety, helicopter high-line instructions
and severe weather preparation.
The huge advantage of having these drills
written down is that when time is of the
essence with crew who may not be familiar
with the vessel, the captain can delegate
a crew member to get the red folder and
follow an instruction step by step without
lengthy instruction.

Operating a vessel should be done as safely
and efficiently as possible and I find this
basic two folder philosophy provides a
simple framework for you and your crew,
or even someone unfamiliar with the
environment, to easily follow.

At the back of the red folder, I have my
list of current defective equipment. In
the aircraft, we have a ’Tech Log’ which
records the defective equipment. We also
have bright orange stickers to place on, or
next to, faulty or unserviceable equipment.
I use these stickers on the boat to warn
crew not to turn on or operate equipment
with an ‘unserviceable’ sticker on it. You
can purchase bright orange round stickers
from any stationary shop.

You can devise your own operating system
but the important point is that we should
all have a system.
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Bahamas

the secret part
By Marcin Sochaj
Once upon a tide they were home to Blackbeard, today,
as the world’s largest tax haven, they hold much greater
loot. Marcin Sochaj reveals an unknown side to this
maritime paradise.
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Only 30 of the 700 coral islands in The
Bahamas are inhabited and once you’ve
tired of the bustling port of Nassau, and its
cruise ship masses, the most popular route
is southeast, along the Exumas chain where
there are plenty of beautiful and interesting
places. The most popular are: The Island
of Aliens Cay inhabited by thousands of
iguanas, Mayers Cay where a family of
friendly pigs welcomes sailors on Pig's
Beach, Stanley Cay which has a marina,
bar, restaurant, and shops, or George Town
where there is an extensive anchorage, with
200 yachts visiting at any one time.
All of those places are extensively covered
in numerous cruising guides but the secret
Bahamas can be found by sailing off the
main cruising routes, into shallower water,
although you'll still have at least a metre

(3'3") under the keel of a Kraken 50. The
best example of this, where you can find
your own anchorage, are the infrequently
visited southern islands of the Exumas and
Rugged Islands. Although it's possible to
find quiet spots all through the Bahamas,
here you're very likely to have it all to
yourself.
Coral reefs, expanses of waist-deep water
with a sandy bottom, and white beaches
lined with coconut palms await the
adventurous yachtsman. The hinterland
is an uninviting sprawl of weathered
limestone covered with prickly bushes and
small trees.
An unusual pastime here is exploring
abandoned properties and developments.
The changing political climate and

economy together with unsettled weather
have seen the islands abound with deserted
homes. It’s thought there are more houses
abandoned than there are occupied. One
can find everything, from century-old
single homesteads to recently abandoned
construction sites of large resorts. They are
the remains of disillusioned dreams and
misplaced investment.
One of my favourites is Cistern Cay in the
north part of Berry Islands. It is a small
island with a paved airstrip, seaplane
landing, network of tarmac roads and two
villas. The island was abandoned some forty
years ago when the US Drug Enforcement
Agency took an interest in the activities
of its owners. They left in a hurry leaving
everything behind.

Best Entrance

Sea Plane Ramp

Cistern Cay
Crashed DC3 Aircraft

Blue Hole
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Residents of nearby Bullock Harbour
used Cistern Cay as a source of home
improvement materials and called it Home
Depot. Additional attractions lie beneath
the water on the south side of the island.
Here the remains of a DC3 aeroplane sit
on the seabed. According to local legend,
the aircraft ran out of fuel waiting for
permission to land on Cistern Cay!

There is a blue hole a little further south
between small islets. The water around
it is knee-deep. The hole itself has forty
meters of depth and is only twenty meters
in diameter. Strangely no tour operator is
offering dive trips to it?
The best approach is from the north
between the northern tip of Great Harbour
Island and Great Stirrup Cay. The cays
are tropical island paradises owned and

operated by cruising ship companies.
Lignum Vitae Cay and Cistern Cay are
connected by mangroves so it's easy to miss
the change from one to another. Cistern
Cay has three coves with small beaches. The
northern one is for the seaplane landing
‘strip’. All offer good holding in sand and
grass and there is protection from the
prevailing north-easterly winds. If the wind
shifts into the western be prepared to move.

Cistern Cay

START
Bullock Harbour

Berry Islands

Fowl Cay Achorage

(see this month’s Anchorages
article)

Little Harbour Cay
(Flo's Place)

Little Whale Cay

Finish
Chub Cay
(can clear in / out here)

Bird Cay
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Pier

East Entrance
(Too shallow)
Main Entrance
(beware of rock)

Royal Island

Another interesting place is Royal Island,
west of North Eleuthera and close to
Spanish Wells. It is rich in history, some
researchers even suggest that Royal Island
may be the island where Christopher
Columbus first set foot in the New World.
Later it was used by British pirates as a
bridgehead for attacking Spanish gold and
silver ships, which turned seeking fresh
water before heading for home.
During the American Revolution, it was a
rendezvous place for royalist privateers.
Nobody knows when the estate was built
or when it was abandoned. Today the

Abandoned building machinery
on Halls Pond Cay, Exumas

remains of the main house, detached
kitchen, guesthouse, terraced garden,
dock, and other smaller structures testify
to the former glory of the island. In the
early 2000s, the construction of a large
resort started just west of the old estate but
was dropped shortly after. A small resort
operates in the west part of the island now.
Royal Island has a wonderful, almost
enclosed, harbour named appropriately;
Royal Harbour. The best approach is from
the west between an unmarked rocky bar
extending south-west from Little Egg
Island and numerous wrecks to the south.

Proceed along the islands, not too close
as the area is dotted with rocks. Royal
Harbour has two entrances. The most
easterly entrance is too shallow for all but
speed boats. There is a submerged and
dangerous rock right in the centre of the
main entrance, but its easily visible. Don't
try to enter when the sun is low. Anchoring
off the stony jetty in three metres of water,
the bottom is sand with some weed.
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START
Royal Island

Spanish Wells
Sookie & Annie
Bight Anchorage

From Eleuthera

START
Hachet Bay
Shroud Cay

Rainbow Cay
Anchorage

Halls Pond Cay

Ten Bay

Compass Cay
Pig Beach

Staniel Cay

Tarpum Bay
Rudder Cut Cay
Leaf Cay

Rock Sound
To Exumas

From Royal Harbour, it is a short dash
to Spanish Wells, a place without any
significant abandoned properties but
worth visiting as it differs from everything
else in the Bahamas. Alternatively go on
to Bar Bay Settlement on Carrent island
for a full on ghost town, the village was
abandoned sometime in the 1960s. There
are remains of a church, some houses and
a well, dug to water ships heading east.
The anchorage west of Bar Bay Settlement

Exumas
is good, sheltered by Pimlico Islands, but
the approach is tricky with rocks and coral
heads to avoid. It's essential to go there on
a calm sunny day between 1000 and 1400
with a sharp lookout for obstacles.
A forward-looking sonar will be a great
help here.
There are more recent abandonments too,
like the one on Halls Pond Cay on Exumas,
which is not much more than 10 years old.

Lee Stocking Island
February Point

Finish

It was supposed to become a resort but
the project was dropped and left behind
together with building machinery, cars and
beach equipment.
Sailors and ghost town explorers will find
these islands fascinating. I'm afraid that
after Hurricane Dorian in 2019 there will
now be many more ghost villas to explore.
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Mariner’s Library
This months recommended reading & viewing from the Editor

Seaspiracy
Directed by Ali Tabrizi
Available on Netflix
Complaining Thai ‘slave’ workers being
thrown overboard from rogue trawlers;
Bluefin tuna being illegally landed at night
in Japan and ‘ecologically safe to eat’ labels
on tinned fish being debunked as fraudulent
are just three of the ‘conspiracies’ thrown
into this bouillabaisse of a documentary.
All three issues are huge and each one is
worthy of a full investigation itself, and the
filmmakers have added the devastating
effects of plastic waste, ‘by-catch’ and fish
farming too.
The end result is shocking: Industrial
fishing is shown in a very brutal light;
giant electrically charged pulse trawl net
chains smash coral, obliterate the sea bed
infrastructure, everything that swims is
hoovered up into mile-long nets. Once on
deck the valued fish are iced and stowed,

Shrimpy
By Shane Acton

Published by Patrick Stephens
A recommendation by Ocean Sailor reader,
Mary Bonney; “the book ‘Shrimpy’ by Shane
Acton is a wonderful, inspiring story, if you
can find an old copy.”
Would you sail an 18ft, plywood bilge keeler
across the North Sea? I wouldn’t, but Shane
Acton sailed his Robert Tucker-designed
Caprice around the world, west-about via
the Panama Canal.
For eight years after his circumnavigation,
which started in 1972, Shane, a former
Royal Marine Commando from Cambridge,
UK, held the record for circling the globe in
the smallest boat.

the unwanted, dead species are thrown
back into the sea. The swath of decimated
sea bed a mile wide is left to fester, taking
years, if ever, to regenerate and provide the
habitat and ecosystem that the whole ocean
food chain depends on.
The documentary has been criticised in
some quarters of the media as unfair and
unbalanced in some aspects and certainly,
it’s an easy hit for filmmakers to show
the images of the blood-red sea from the
annual Faroes’ cull of pilot whales and
dolphins.
Although very emotive, certainly it was
very hard to watch the slaughter of these
beautiful creatures, in reality, it is perhaps
no different to the carnage carried out in
slaughterhouses on the land every day
behind closed doors?
Taking all into consideration I think this
film does achieve its undoubted goal, to
bring our attention to the dire consequences
of humanities continuing appalling misuse
of the lungs of the earth, the world's oceans.
Brace yourselves, but watch it.

His book about that great adventure is one
of the classic reads which should be on the
list not just of all sailors, but of all nonsailors too, so inspirational is it and so
modest is the skipper.
I read the book years ago and have ever
since admired Shane’s youthful wanderlust
and the sense that life is no rehearsal.
His sister, Debbie Watson, told her local
newspaper after Shane had died from lung
cancer in 2002: “He was always a bit of a
loner and went off by himself. Dad would
drop him off at a river somewhere and he
would come home six weeks later. He had
no real yachting experience.”
Shane returned to Cambridge after years
living solo on an island off Costa Rica
growing his own vegetables, with nothing
but a sleeping bag; the only material
thing he thought worth hanging onto was
something that could keep him warm at
night.
Admirable!
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The Ocean Sailor Knot of the month
1

Wrap the working
end around the object

2

Make an ‘8’ passing it
above the standing part
and through the ﬁrst loop

3

Wrap the working
end around the object

4

Pull both the ends
tightly to secure

Constrictor knot

This is an excellent knot for
holding bundles together but
it’s also the knot I use to tie
fenders on the safety lines.
I prefer it to the clove hitch
because it doesn’t come
undone like a clove hitch and
is simple and faster to tie/
untie than a round turn and
two half hitches.
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In The Galley
With Dick Beaumont

Chop Chop

Stir Fried Fish Noodles
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From The Galley
This very tasty dish is a
favourite onboard White
Dragon because, not only
is it very tasty, but it’s
also a fast one-pot cook.

Ingredients

(for a four hungry crew)
¾ kg (1 1/2lb) x Skate cheek balls but any

•

½ cup x sunflower oil

white firm fish; bass, wahoo, grouper, Spanish

•

1x tbs sesame oil

mackerel, kingfish and/or shrimps, prawns or

•

2x tbs oyster sauce

scallops.

•

2x tbs light soy sauce

•

1x large pack of Chinese egg noodles (8 layers)

•

2x tsp Shaoxing wine

•

6 cloves of garlic

•

2x tsp fish sauce

•

¼ cup x sliced fresh ginger

•

1x large pinch Chinese five-spice powder

•

1x large onion thinly sliced, longwise

•

1x tsp potato starch or cornflower

•

1 cup x mushrooms thinly sliced (optional), bean

•

1x ground pink peppercorns, use green

•

sprouts are a good alternative but they don’t keep
long on board.
•

peppercorn as a substitute.
•

½ lemon

½ cup x fish stock
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Method
Add the egg noodles to a pan of boiling
water and cook for 5 mins, then strain the
noodles and wash them with cold water in a
colander. If you have time, cook the noodles
two or three hours before use and put them
to one side, so they are moist, but not wet.
Mix together the fish stock, Shaoxing wine,
soy sauce, fish sauce, oyster sauce and
squeeze the lemon into the mixture. Add
the potato starch powder and stir it in so it’s
fully absorbed in the mixture. Do not add
any salt to this dish as the fish sauce is very
salty.
Now put this mixture to one side ready.
Fry the sliced garlic in a deep pan for two or
three minutes at full heat. Don’t brown.
Add the sliced ginger half way through
cooking the garlic and turn the heat to half
so the ginger doesn’t scorch.
Add the onions and turn the heat up to
medium-high, stir vigorously to stop the
garlic from sticking to the bottom of the
pan, don’t overcook the onions, 3 or 4 mins
is fine.
Turn the hob up to full and add the sesame
oil and the diced fish and or shrimps/
prawns, stir gently for 2 mins max trying
not to break the fish up. The fish should still
look undercooked.
Add the noodles and toss vigorously for 2 or
3 mins, again trying not to break up the fish.
Lastly, pour in the liquid mixture and stir
for 2 or 3 mins. When the sauce thickens it’s
done.
Serve using soy sauce on the table rather
than salt if more salt is required to taste.
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Anchorage feature

Dropping
Anchor
Readers' favourite
Anchorages of the World
Showcasing your favourite anchorages.
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Makogai Island

Makadrogan ISLAND

From Kraken Yachts Chairman Dick Beaumont
Location
Coordinates
Seabed
Protection

Makogai Island, Fiji, South Pacific
17°26.42’S 178°57.16’E
Good holding in fine sand
Very good except for strong north westerlies. In the event of strong north
westerlies, yachts can move to anchor south of Makodroga Island.

What makes this anchorage special, other
than the fact it’s inside a South Pacific
coral atoll, is that the settlement ashore
was a leper colony until 1964. Leprosy
sufferers from the whole of the South
Pacific were brought here and cared for by
the Missionary Sisters of the Society
of Mary.
Today it is a turtle sanctuary and hatchery
and the manager was happy to show us
around and show us the hatchlings in their
tanks.
There is also an excellent walk from the
settlement through the jungle to the other
side of the island, but be warned, the turtle
sanctuary manager said it was an hour or
so of easy walking! The ‘so’ was actually
another 2 ½ hours above the hour, so
take plenty of water and go early in the
morning, before it gets too hot.

I met my good friend Ding (Graeme Wilding)
on his beautiful Chiquita, a Sweden 50,
here. I swam across from Moonshadow,
introduced myself and invited him over
for a beer, but instead used my dive gear to
survey his keel, which was detaching and
leaking. The keel was later removed and
re-bolted on in New Zealand. It was a very
expensive job because the entire saloon and
tanks had to be removed to get at the bolts,
three of which had seriously corroded.
Ding is now back sailing around Fiji in
Chiquita. Fiji which is allowing voyaging
yachts to enter from New Zealand on the
basis that it’s a seven-day sail and therefore
anyone arriving must have got over Covid
and recovered before arriving there. Ding’s
a lucky guy, could there be a better way
to spend the time the world will take to
recover from this pandemic?
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Fowl Cay
From Sailing reader Marcin Sochaj
Location
Coordinates
Seabed
Protection

Fowl Cay, Berry Islands, Bahamas
Gradina Bay 42°58.34’N 16°40.45’E / Proizd 42°59.04’N 16°37.54’E
Good holding in sand and some grass
Very good from prevailing north-eastern winds, open to the west. In case of
west winds, it's easy to move to the east side of Fowl Cay. There are some tidal
currents, but not strong.

In the middle of the Berry Islands chain,
between Devil's Cay and Hoffman’s Cay, you
will find a whole host of good anchorages
around the smaller islands and sandbanks.
My favourite one is to the west of Fowl Cay.
Most yachts will anchor between Fowl Cay
and White Cay but when it comes to northeast wind and swell, which is prevailing,
anchoring behind Fowl Cay offers the best
shelter. The sandbar between Hoffman’s
Cay and Fowl Cay provides exceptional
protection from trade wind swells that
effects most other anchorages in the area.
The only approach is from the deep water to
the east of the Berry Islands chain. Round
White Cay on either side and head to the
southern tip of Fowl Cay. Stay fairly close to
shore as you round, it so you don't ground
on a sandbar tongue that extends from the
west. The best holding is in the northwest of
the Cay, 4m of water with a sandy bottom.
When it comes to attractions; you have all
the standard Bahamas amenities of white

sand beaches, coconut trees and blue water
everywhere you look. The best spearfishing
is off the east side of White Cay. Big
Gaulding Cay is a short dingy ride to the
south and has a secluded bay with a beach,
coconut trees and a small cave, an ideal
location for a picnic. Up north is the blue
hole on Hoffman's Cay. It is a fairly wellknown location with day-trippers and other
tourists but definitely worth a swim. When
the remoteness of Fowl Cay gets to you or,
more likely, you run out of alcohol onboard,
head to Flo’s Bar on Little Harbour Cay. It’s
a 2.5nm dinghy ride south; follow the chain
of islands on the east side. Word of caution
- water depth is 0.5m at times so don't try
sailing here, however desperate you are for
a beer and a conch salad!
Note: there is some discrepancy in the
naming convention for various islands and
other places of interest. In this article, we
used names as they appear on the Navionics
charts.
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Knidos Harbour
From Ocean Sailor Reader Umit Ozkan
Location

Knidos Harbour, Muğla Datça Peninsula, Turkey

Coordinates

36°41.04’N 27°22.53’E

Seabed

Good holding in sand

Protection

Well protected anchorage from all directions

Knidos is rather a hidden gem. It’s a great
stop-off point while you cruise the Turkish
coast south of Bodrum. Sailing around
the headland, this beautifully sheltered
anchorage invites you in. I remember the
first time I came here, we dropped the hook
and looked up to take in the surroundings.
‘Is that an….an amphitheatre???’ Sure
enough, just off from the water’s edge is an
amphitheatre from when Knidos was an
ancient Hellenic city. This would certainly
be a tourist hotspot in Greece, however here
on the Turkish coastline Greek, Roman or
Otterman ruins and castles can be found
fairly frequently in deserted locations.
Knidos is not entirely deserted however,
we spotted a small restaurant and pier just
off the beach. We made our way to shore
as the sunset cast an orange glow over the
ancient ruins and tied up to the wooden
pier. The jovial owner welcomed us as soon
as we walked up from the pier and offered
us beers and wine while we examined his
exceedingly fresh seafood. Turkish wine is
generally unknown to foreigners as we tend
not to export it, however, there are some
excellent wines, especially from locations
such as Bozcaada. The food and wine were
both excellent from this little restaurant.

There is not a lot to do in Knidos, but peace
and quiet was exactly what I was looking
for, for a stopover for the night on the way
down to busy Fethiye. There is some great
hiking around the area with wonderful
views of the Greek islands flanking the
coastline such as Kos to the north. The
amphitheatre is of course worth a look
and the area, on the whole, has a lot of
historical significance. In fact, faithful
copies of a statue, the Aphrodite of Knidos
can be found in the Vatican museum. Also,
a colossal figure of a lion carved out of
one block of Pentelic marble, ten feet in
length and six in height, which has been
supposed to commemorate the great naval
victory, the Battle of Cnidus in which
Conon defeated the Lacedaemonians in
394 BC. The Knidos Lion is now displayed
under the roof of the Great Court in the
British Museum in London.
Historical significance aside, the bay offers
a sheltered, quiet and beautiful refuge for
weary sailors to break their passage going
north or south, or those just searching for
unspoiled peace and tranquillity.
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What's your
favourite anchorage?
Please tell us your favourite anchorage and we'll featured it in the
next months 'Dropping Anchor'. Send the anchorage details with
a brief description of why you like this anchorage along with some
photos showing the layout of the anchorage, plus the primary

Click Here
To send us your favourite anchorage

details: Location, coordinates, seabed type and protection.
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This month: Kraken Yachts Youtube
& Ocean Sailor Podcast

Kraken Yachts on
Kraken Yachts is set to launch a
major new YouTube campaign
to document the completion and
launch of the first Kraken 50 Version Two. We'll take you under
the keel, in the cockpit, on the deck

and in the saloon, galley and cabins
of the worlds premier blue water
cruising yacht.

to see all elements of the final
completion, launch and sea trials of
the K50v2 Sofia Marie.

Visit either the Ocean Sailor or
Kraken Yachts YouTube channels

Click here to visit our channel

Previous Video Recommendation

Kraken A to Z Solent Rig
Find out why the Solent rig is the best rig for blue water
cruising with Dick Beaumont and Dick Durham.
< Click the thumbnail to watch now.
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Ocean Sailor Podcast

How to listen to
What is
Ocean Sailor Podcast? Ocean Sailor Podcast
Ocean Sailor Podcast is a blue water cruising chat show.
Our hosts, renowned yachting Journalist and Ocean
Sailor Editor Dick Durham and Kraken Yachts Chairman
& Founder (and veteran world sailor) Dick Beaumont,
explore important blue water sailing topics. Each
episode they are joined by a guest who’s experience or
expertise offers a unique insight into the chosen topic.

The Ocean Sailor Podcast is available free across many
of the most popular podcast services, Apple Podcasts,
Google Podcasts, Amazon Music or Spotify. The podcast
is also available from the Kraken Yachts or Ocean Sailor
YouTube channels.
The best way to stay up to date is to subscribe from your
chosen podcast platform.

Apple Podcasts

Spotify

Google Podcast

Amazon Music

Select the ‘Podcast’ app,
installed on iPhones,
iPads or Macs. Search for
'Ocean Sailor podcast' and
click subscribe. You will
be notified when a new
episode is available.

Spotify is available on all
platforms, mobile, tablet
and desktop computers.
Use the search feature
to find 'Ocean Sailor
podcast, once found, hit
the 'Follow' button and
you'll be notified when a
new episode is available.

Google Podcast works
the same as Spotify and
is available across all
platforms. If you own
a Google Home Device
you can simply say “Hey
Google play the Ocean
Sailor Podcast”

Amazon Music works
the same as Spotify and
is available across all
platforms. If you own an
Alexa Enabled Device you
can simply say “Alexa, play
the Ocean Sailor Podcast”

Latest Episode
Episode

Operation Ocean Shield

with Commander Gerry Northwood OBE - Part 1
In this episode, our hosts Dick Durham and Dick Beaumont are joined by Gerry Northwood OBE
who explains how, as Commander of the British navy contingent, they eliminated Somalian
piracy in the North Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea.
Stay tuned for episode 6, the second part of our interview with Gerry, where we discuss places
to avoid, what to do if you get captured and how Gurkhas can help you avoid capture!

Listen Now
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Ocean Sailor Podcast

Previous Episodes
Episode

Episode

Episode

1

3

2

Reinventing the Keel
We introduce our hosts - renowned
yachting Journalist, Dick Durham, and
Dick Beaumont - the founder and owner of
Kraken Yachts and a cruising yachtsman
who has had more than 250,000 nm pass
under his keels.
They talk all things Ocean Sailing, explore
the origins and motivations behind Kraken
Yachts & Ocean Sailor, and delve deep into
the fundamentals of what it takes to sail
around the world.

Sailing, the Ultimate
Hybrid Drive
This episode, Dick Durham and Dick
Beaumont discuss the effects of climate
change on sailing.
Plus we introduce our first guest, transAtlantic sailor and Author Max Liberson
and discuss the effects of climate change
on sailing.

Listen Now

Episode

4

High Noon on the High
Seas - Part 1 & 2
Should you take a gun onboard? We are
joined by ocean sailor Rene Tiemessen as
we hear about his voyages through 'pirate
alley' in the Arabian Sea and the heat goes
up as they debate firearms on board yachts,
yes or no?

Listen Now

Listen Now

Follow us on Social media
Kraken Yachts
Our social media channels are the best place to find our
latest news and find out what’s new. With the launch of the
latest Kraken 50 imminently, keep checking for the latest
updates of her progress.

Ocean Sailor
The Ocean Sailor social media channels bring you the
latest news and articles.
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All at Ocean Sailor and Kraken Yachts would
love to hear your comments, questions or point
of view. We’ll publish a selection of comments in
this section. To have your say please email us at
hello@oceansailormagazine.com

RE: Ocean Sailor Magazine - Catamaran V Monohulls
" The monohull/multihull article is like most, an
exercise in confirmation bias. As it is written
by someone who likes monos it is skewed
towards monos. I could have written a similar
article with many serious incidents caused by
rolling or sinking monos and then ended up
with an opposite view. A good mono is great,
a good cat is great. Be careful of using only
cherry-picked data to form conclusions."
Phil Thompson - Facebook

Hi Phil,
Thanks for your message. Apologies if you
thought the article was biased towards
monohulls, that wasn't Dick Durham's
intention. The objective was to analyse
the positives and negatives for blue water
cruising only, and for that, I believe safety
is the overriding factor. In thinking
further, subsequent to your message, I’ve
reevaluated my own thoughts a bit. To
achieve max safety one must minimise
risk. Again I stress I’m talking blue water

and away from the probability of assisted
rescue. My re-evaluated view based on
safety:
1. Monococ Monohull (hull and keel are
one piece) 2. Catamarans 3. Any yacht
with a bolt-on keel and a blade hung
rudder. I think if a keeI comes off a
monohull it’s all over, cats don’t have
bolt-on keels, so I’d far rather sail across
an ocean on a cat than I would a bolt-on.
Dick Beaumont

RE: Ocean Sailor Magazine - Orca Attacks
" Reading about Orca attacks on yachts, so

glad I'm cruising in a steel yacht. Lord more
maintenance, slower but very safe if orca
attack. Many years ago I met a French sailor,
his plywood yacht was attacked by orcas in
the South Pacific, they sank the boat. He and
his girlfriend spent 2 weeks in a liferaft before
they were picked up by a Russian ship going to
NZ. No Epirb, then. I met him on a steel yacht
he bought in NZ. His girlfriend was nowhere
to be seen, flew home as soon as they arrived
in NZ"

Hans Ole Clemmensen - Email

Hi Hans,
Yes, I agree steel is very strong. The
yacht I first built in 1978-1980 was a
steel Endurance 35, she was bombproof,
but as you say, the maintenance is a
full-time job and more. Equally a heavy
laid up fibreglass hull will be similarly
bombproof, but I’m talking of 15mm plus,
not 5-6 mm as found in most GRP yachts
today, thinner, lighter, cheaper = risk.
The floor pan in modern tanks is a heavily
laid composite.
Dick Beaumont

RE: Ocean Sailor podcast - High Noon on the high seas Part 1 & 2
"Hello. Hope you are all fine and well. Episode
4 was really good and interesting. Especially
poll results."
Tymur

"Really enjoyed podcasts 3 and 4 thanks
(Podcast with Rene)"
David Wilkinson

"Really an enjoyable first rate podcast, and
magazine. Take care."
Peter Knowlton
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RE: Ocean Sailor Magazine
" Hello, I’ve read all your issues thus far and

first off I would like to say that I am as old as
your largest Kraken and Ocean Sailor is the
only magazine I’ve ever read faithfully cover
to cover in my life. I know Ocean Sailor is a
sales vehicle for Kraken but, to be honest, it
is much more than that. The information is
excellent, timely and apropos. And having
said this I will say that I’ve never been able
to read any other sailing magazine cover to
cover.

Last issue or the issue before someone
suggested putting all the issues together as a
book. Now, this has its merits, is an excellent
idea but books take up space.
Stay safe."

Anthony Hall - Email

Hi Anthony
Thank you very much for your kind
comments. All at Ocean Sailor and Kraken
Yachts take huge pride in what we do and
an email like this spurs us on further.
Hans-Peter Howalt beat you to the book
idea! He suggested it in readers letters
four months ago when we had completed
12 monthly editions, and we are in
discussions to achieve that. It’s really
great to hear readers feel the OS articles
are worthy of creating them all as an
annual collection.
Dick Beaumont

" Great magazine. I would love to buy a Kraken

50 but do not have the money so am on the
lookout for a suitable second-hand bluewater
yacht. Maybe you could have an article that
lists some of the older designs that you think

Hi Mary,

suitable?"

Hope you enjoy the article on page 19,
Turning Back The Clock. Please let us
know how it goes? Maybe a Kraken next
time?

Mary Bonney - Email

Dick Durham

" I personally either do not understand the

Solent rig or I don't like it at all. It is a pest
when tacking, why on earth should I furl
up the Genoa on each tack? Where is the
advantage of a Solent in comparison to the
honest dear old cutter rig? Honestly, no
offence intended, nice boat, cool cruise, but

until somebody can prove the advantage of
a Solent rig to me it would be a no go for me.
By the way, of course, a furlable Jib can be
self-tacking, see the Neel 45 for example…"
maddocmuc maddocmuc - YouTube

Hi Maddocmuc,
I have used your comment to put together
a new article; Revisited: The Solent Rig.
Head back to page 24 to have a read.
Dick Beaumont

Please send any questions or comments
to hello@oceansailormagazine.com
and one of the OS team will answer you
in this section.
You can also comment on our social
media and we'll do our best to reply.
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